IAPCHE

Membership Benefits
General Benefits


IAPCHE is one of very few organizations currently bringing together Christians from around the world to discuss and
exchange experiences and expertise on higher education



IAPCHE allows Christians from around the world to be relevant in the work they do because they can incorporate
into their knowledge and work ideas and experiences from other Christians worldwide



In economic terms, IAPCHE is involved in the public good—serving those often left out by other mainstream sectors of
our world through sharing lessons learned in projecting Christ in our teaching, learning and scholarship
IAPCHE provides opportunities to attend regional and international conferences and workshops that expand
participants’ worldviews and intercultural experience and provides discounts for members



Institutions
For those institutions that have been supporting IAPCHE financially consistently IAPCHE offers the following benefits:








Free feature in Contact newsletter. This highlights the institution’s international work and gives it exposure
to the growing IAPCHE audience worldwide.
Full electronic access to Christian Higher Education: An International Journal of Research, Theory, and Practice,
including volumes dating back to 2002.
First priority for faculty members, staff, and administrators from member institutions to serve as resource persons or
trainers at IAPCHE events worldwide. This not only gives faculty members cross-cultural experiences but also provides
opportunities to work alongside others from different institutions and/or countries.
Priority to host IAPCHE regional or international conferences, workshops, or seminars. This provides an opportunity
to showcase the institution to colleagues from other institutions and countries as well as to provide a forum for its
faculty to learn and share in cross-cultural exchanges.
On-campus consultations and training in intercultural competence
Puts institution in touch with other institutions worldwide that are interested in partnerships and student/faculty
exchange



Continued exposure to a larger international and even national audience when the institution reports its activities
through our newsletter Contact (note that this is different from the free feature which will be up to a full page on
Contact highlight all international activities chosen by the institution).



Focus articles on special events, programs, and faculty of institutional member institutions in Contact



Quarter page announcement (upon request) of special programs of institutional member events in Contact

Individuals








Full electronic access to Christian Higher Education: An International Journal of Research, Theory, and Practice,
including volumes dating back to 2002.
Discounts for IAPCHE publications and conferences/meetings
Networking with Christians in higher education from around the world
Opportunities to partner with colleagues at member institutions abroad
Access to a teaching and scholarship resource data bank (password protected) such as syllabi and best practices
for different disciplines
Lead or assist at IAPCHE faculty development programs worldwide
Professional development through IAPCHE conferences and subsequent publications derived from such presentations.

